Emerson Exchange EMEA

Feb 27th – 29th 2024

THE EMEA BIGGEST EVENT IN THE AUTOMATION INDUSTRY

A Guide for Users of Machinery Health and Field Device Management Solutions

GET INSPIRED
Learn from peers; how complex challenges have been solved using the AMS reliability portfolio.

GET UPDATED
Test drive the latest technologies & meet experts in the 5000m² EXPO.

GET TRAINED
Boost your career by developing your skills with certificated courses.

EXPLORE. ENGAGE. EVOLVE.
Convention Center Düsseldorf, Germany

REGISTER NOW
User Presentations
- AMS reliability users presenting
- Dedicated Maintenance and Reliability stream – 30+ presentations
- Additional German speaking user track

Other Sessions
- Reliability solutions product roadmap and Transformation of Guardian roadmap
- Technology Forums
- Industry Forums

Exposition
- View recently launched solutions
- See the complete AMS reliability solutions portfolio
- Listen to subject matter experts at the technology talks
- Presentations from the 2 speaker corners

Training Sessions
- 25 training sessions
- Wireless vibration monitoring with AMS Machine Works

REGISTER NOW
EmersonExchange.org/EMEA